A framework for model formulation and analysis to support operations and management of large-scale linear programs is developed from the combined capabilities of CAMPS and ANALYZE. Both the systems are reviewed briefly and the interface which integrates the two systems is then described. The model formulation, matrix generation, and model management capability of CAMPS and the complementary model and solution analysis capability of ANALYZE are presented within a unified framework. Relevant generic functions are highlighted, and an example is presented in detail to illustrate the level of integration achieved in the current prototype system. Some new results on discourse models and model management support are given in a framework designed to move toward an 'intelligent' system for linear programming modelling and analysis.
Introduction
MANY ISSUES of mathematical programming modelling, such as model formulation, generation of an algebraic representation, and aids for model validation, documentation, and verification, are now well discussed in the literature [6] . In this paper, we address the problem of constructing an integrated system. The design objectives of the system are to aid model formulation and to analyse the linear programming (LP) model and its solution(s). We describe software . techniques that go beyond the capabilities of conventional matrix t.
generatiodreport writing (MG/RW) systems. Our effort is only one of several research and development activities aimed at making better use of the computer . to alleviate burdensome costs and untimely errors.
The advent of structured modelling by Geoffrion [8] and the innovative expert system methods proposed by Murphy & Stohr [15, 16] are influential representatives of the recent surge of interest in this problem area. Here we report results from the integration of the computer-assisted mathematical programming (modelling) system (CAMPS), by Lucas & Mitra [13] , and ANALYZE, by Greenberg
--
The central goal, not yet fully achieved, is to automate as much as possible the tasks associated with effective formulation and management of LP models. We also wish to broaden the constituency and include nonexpert LP users. Therefore we have introduced reasoning mechanisms that render the system intelligent, that is, able to perform tasks that generally require human reasoning with conventional MG/RW.
Brown et al. [4] have demonstrated the desirability of such a departure with their logistics planning system, LOGS. They built LOGS from a 'descriptive modelling language', aimed at the level of generality of CAMPS. Here we go further to achieve similar objectives, but we move towards an 'intelligent mathematical programming system' by incorporating natural language discourse and advice-giving rules. This direction is being taken in simulation modelling by Doukidis & Paul [5, 18] , and we envisage a future modelling system that embodies both disciplines, using methods and concepts that are currently being developed independently of one another.
CAMPS and ANALYZE taken together is looked upon as a model management system and we regard all generic functional requirements as management aids. This is set out in a slightly broader context than the paradigm of Nance & Balci [17] and Balci [I] in that portions of the LP may be built by different people. This approach is called modular model management, and each portion is a module of the LP.
Management aids are needed during all phases: formulation, use, and subsequent expansion. These differ in need and, perhaps, in form, but the underlying methodology in CAMPS and ANALYZE supports all phases.
During model formulation, we extend the traditional MG/RW design of the database and the logic and structure of the LP model. This is achieved by introducing a model-base, which includes added information and rules to aid ongoing applications, revisions, analysis, documentation, and verification, which are the key of model management functions.
After the initial formulation, when the model is put to use to support decision-making, the expert may play a more remote role. The need for high-level expertise in managing the LP and interpreting the results is reduced. The expert intervenes only when the LP results are questionable and the current knowledge-base is inadequate to deal with the problem. In short, as a model matures, the model manager need not have as high a degree of expertise as the formulator.
If the model serves its original purpose well, experience shows its scope is usually expanded. This may be within the generic design (what Geoffrion calls the 'genus' and Murphy & Stohr call 'blocks'). Such generic features need to be supported by suitable tools, whereby refining the level of aggregation orextension to a time-phased model, say, can be naturally introduced. Further, new structures may be required in order to represent new government regulations or new processes outside the original scope of the model. Model management aids may allow an orderly expansion, even without bringing in a high-level expert, by ensuring continued consistency, revealing implications of model expansion, automating documentation, and so on. The integration of CAMPS and ANALYZE offers some limited management aids beyond conventional MG/RW.
In Section 2, we review the main features of CAMPS and ANALYZE (the versions 253 are descendants of what were published in 1983). In order to illustrate the underlying concepts, an annotated example is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the current interface between CAMPS and ANALYZE, with some extensions that are immediate. In Section 5, we propose a unified framework, which we look upon as a goal for the complete integration of CAMPS and ANALYZE.
Elements of CAMPS and ANALYZE
In this section, we review the salient features of CAMPS and ANALYZE in order to describe their integration.
CAMPS
Computer-assisted mathematical programming (modelling) system (CAMPS) is an interactive system designed to aid model formulation, matrix generation, and model management. The system comprises a set of integrated 'program generation' and data management tools which are controlled by a series of menus and screenforms. The main menu ( Fig. 1 ) and the information flow diagram (Fig. 2) together provide an outline of the structure and the major functions of the system.
Options 1-4 are designed to facilitate construction and investigation of a model, whereas the fifth, the UTILITIES option, provides model management support. A major support function within the utilities section is documentation. In addition to supplying tabular/structured displays of the input data, variable (MPSX) names, and output results, a mathematical formulation of the model is also provided. This mathematical statement can be enhanced by textual annotation specific for a given application. These explanatory texts are introduced at the input stage and are used by ANALYZE to explain the model's elements.
The option REPORT is enhanced by ANALYZE in the integrated system and its discussion is postponed until Section 2. This sub-menu reflects the following logical steps for conceiving and constructing a model.
Step 1. Define the subscripts and their ranges (sets and dimensions).
Step 2. Define input data tables, model variables, and model constraints in terms of these subscripts.
Step 3. Specify the linear relationships in a row-wise fashion, which connect the items defined in step 2.
The subscripts correspond to 'basic entities', which are elements of 'sets', and in actual models these 'sets' could represent geographical regions, materials, and time periods. For each basic entity, a textual annotation may be supplied and a unique two character stub is extracted out of this text. This stub is used to create the 'syntax file' of ANALYZE, which we explain below. Thus, these text strings and the stubs play a key role in the integration of the two systems.
In order to deal with well-established structured models or restrictive modelling situations, a compendium of reserved words have been introduced in the TABLES and Rows sections of the system. A reserved table RESTRICT with appropriate dimension is created by default as an internal table of 0-1 entries. It is used subsequently to deal with undefined entries in the primary tables. NETWORK, CONVEX, and REFER are reserved Row names. NETWORK is used to create a balanced network flow model compactly. CONVEX and REFER are used to achieve separable programming (set type one and set type two) model reformulation within the system [14].
ANALYZE
The ANALYZE system was born from a need to analyse LP models and their solutions at the US Department of Energy. Early focus was simply on interactive query to enable experts to navigate quickly through the model in order to debug a run or, more generally, probe into the meaning of a solution. Increased pressures for model verification, documentation, simplification, and deeper analysis by new personnel created the need for greater automation to extract 'causal substructures' that are forcing, redundant, infeasible, or of some particular interest, depending upon the application. This resulted in a fast, friendly conversational system with a collection of algorithms and heuristics to find causal substructures applicable to a wide variety of questions.
From the capability of finding causal substructures came the need to explain them to nonexperts, giving rise to a discourse model built from a syntactic description of rows and columns using naming conventions created during matrix generation. While this fulfilled some of the needs, syntax alone was insufficient to explain the model and aid analysis, especially by those unfamiliar with the model's structural meaning. This led to a semantic discourse model, based on the input-output (10) structures of the activities. Detailed explanations can be found in [Ill.
ANALYZE requires a matrix file as its input. Optionally, it accepts a solution file (otherwise, it defaults to the 'all logical basis') and a syntax file. The latter is
needed to support natural language discourse, and it is one of the integrating links with CAMPS. Owing to the intrinsic autodocumentation capability of CAMPS, generation of the syntax file is not difficult. The integrated system is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
An annotated example
In this section, we consider a problem taken from the book by Jensen & Barnes [12] . This example is specially chosen as it displays the typical structure of a combined production and distribution model. The example is also adopted by Geoffrion [7] , Witzgall & McClain [20] , and Bradley [3] to illustrate their systems.
Formulation of the Tanglewood Problem
In this problem, a finished wood product (chair) is manufactured at four plants (j = 1, . . . , 4). Raw timber is supplied by two timber merchants (i = 1, 2)) and the finished chairs go to four retailers (k = 1, . . . , 4). The information covering plant cost, minimum and maximum level of production, possible range of customer demands, source prices, etc. are supplied in tabular form. A mathematical statement of the problem is obtained using the documentation facility of the UTILITY subsystem and is illustrated in Fig. 5 . This formulation is sufficiently detailed for communication between analysts. In the linear expressions for the objective row and the constraint rows, each term is annotated, a feature also found in GAMS [2] .
Figures 6-10 show the major sequence of screenforms and illustrate how the main components of the model are defined and put together. The sets, the reference indices, and the corresponding textual annotations are shown in Fig. 6 . The text for each individual element of a set is entered using the screen shown in Fig. 7 . Table dimensions and annotations are shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 9 is similar and illustrates how the model variables are defined. The method of entering a typical linear form relation is set out in Fig. 10 , where the objective row of the model is fully defined.
Investigation of the Model
The model can be run with many alternative data sets. Depending on the data values, it can be optimal, infeasible, or unbounded. For the data set supplied by Jensen & Barnes [12] , an optimum solution exists. In order to illustrate some features of the combined CAMPS and ANALYZE system, we also devised a data set that led to 'no feasible solution' of the model. The method of analysing the optimum and this infeasible situation is now considered.
Let us begin with the optimal case, and let us suppose we are auditing the model (or just trying to become familiar with it). After reading in the matrix file, we execute the ANALYZE command that searches for qualitative inferences that may be of importance. In particular, ANALYZE finds a redundant constraint, namely row MPWA, which is pictured in Fig. 11 . Note that it was possible to detect the redundancy by the sign pattern alone; the magnitudes of the coefficients are irrelevant. We now want to know what these rows and columns mean. Figure 12 shows a dialogue from this point, which we now explain. Line 1 is the ANALYZE system prompt for a command input from the terminal, and line 2 asks for an explanation of the row just pictured, namely MPWA in Fig.  11 . The explanation is a straightforward syntactic translation using the syntax map, shown in Fig. 13 , which was put into the syntax file by CAMPS.
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The entity reference, &wo34, directs the EXPLAIN command of ANALYZE to the entity table wo (which represents wood plants), and tells it to use table look-up with characters 3 and 4 in the row's name. In this case, we look up the code w A in the entity table wo, thus obtaining the row translation &~~(MPwA) = min amount produced for Washington.
To complete the translation, the verb 'demands' is inferred by the following rule:
if the row type is > and the right-hand side is nonnegative, use the template ROW (name) demands &rt (row). 13 This is what appears on line 3, which is the ANALYZE response to the EXPLAIN query.
TABLES . . . t h e following define t h e 3 e n t i t y t a b l e s
Following the ANALYZE prompt on line 4, we now ask for an explanation of one of the columns, namely CHwACH. The response given in lines 6-11 is formed by 10 semantics, based on the inputs (i.e. negative coefficients) and outputs (i.e. positive coefficients), as pictured in lines 14-25. The row translation rule &rt is used as before to fill in the meaning of each input requirement and each output of the activity. Specifically, the numbers of inputs and outputs are determined, resulting in one of nine 10 classes according to the class translation table shown in Fig. 14 .
In our example, we have multiple inputs (namely, in rows BSWA, THCH, and XPWA) and multiple outputs (namely, in rows CLCH and MPWA). Note only body rows (i.e. not free rows, such as the objective) are considered. Thus, the translation table directs ANALYZE to template M. The compounding capability of the row translation rule, &rt, provides the discourse shown in lines 6-11, using the row syntax maps as illustrated.
In line 27, another form of explanation is requested, signified by the terminal ? in the EXPLAIN command. This asks for an accumulation of activity classes, based on 10 semantics relative to the entities defined in the syntax file (namely, TI, WO, and CH). The patterns shown in the resulting 10 picture in lines 35-41 are formed by a deeper inference, still from the same 10 considerations as in the translation of a single column. Although the rules seem complex, the syntax file provided enough information to allow an analyst to understand the model. RG. 14 Now let us consider the infeasible scenario of this model. The successive reduction methods in ANALYZE failed to detect infeasibility, so automatic diagnosis was unsuccessful (a modified procedure is under development, based on flow considerations that would diagnose the infeasibility in this case). Figure 15 shows how the explanation supported interactive diagnosis by informing the analyst about supplies and demands.
The first explanation, in lines 3-8, translates the syntax maps, but 'for some' inserted appropriately. For example, note from Fig. 13 that row class w translates by min amount shipped for &n34.
Now the entity reference, &T134, is translated 'for some; TI), where t ( n ) is the translation of entity class TI: timber merchant. Thus, we obtain the row classes by the syntax. .Now the analyst sees the meanings and thinks of a supply-demand imbalance. Line 10 is a comment made by the analyst and is ignored by ANALYZE (some operating systems, like PRIMOS, allow a session to be 'logged' for later review). Line 12 uses the ADDRIM command to add rim values of rows for which the lower bound is nonnegative (i.e. in the range 01 * , where * denotes infinity). The sum total of the lower bounds, skipping rows with no lower bound (i.e. negative infinity), gives the clue for diagnosis. This displays a total demand of 36250. Then, line 17 uses ADDRIM again to get total supply by adding the upper bounds over rows that have finite upper bounds, displaying a sum total of only 7900. (The LIST or EXPLAIN commands could be executed first to note that all coefficients are unity, so that straight summations apply.) Line 22 is another comment made by the analyst, who now recognizes the imbalance. In lines 25-28 out-of-kilter demands are displayed, and the diagnosis is at hand. Final explanations are given in lines 31-32, and a final comment is entered in line 34. 
CAMPS and ANALYZE interfaces
The annotated example in the previous section highlights the usefulness of the natural language discourse not only to aid documentation and model audits, but also analysis itself, as in the infeasible case. The ease with which CAMPS was able to generate automatically the syntax file for ANAI fZE to provide both syntactic and 10 semantic translations is a first step of their integration. A careful reader may notice a discrepancy between the textual annotation used in CAMPS documentation and the associated string in the syntax file passed on to ANALYZE. This is due to the differences in string length limits.
This one linkage also provides additional aids for documentation and verification by offering not only syntactic translations that reflect directly what was entered during formulation into CAMPS, but also integrates such descriptions with structural properties of the model, based on the economic concepts of inputs and outputs into which linear programming was born.
Other capabilities of ANALYZE, not yet integrated with CAMPS, include model partitioning schemes, such as block structures linked by an embedded netform. The goal is to integrate the algorithms and heuristics of ANALYZE fully within CAMPS, so that tests can be performed at any time during model formulation or revision, not just retrospectively. It is with this in mind that we next summarize how the integration brings us closer to a goal of having an 'intelligent mathematical programming system', with advice-giving rules for analysis.
Towards a unified framework
In conclusion, we project the integration of CAMPS and ANALYZE that comprises a blueprint for an intelligent mathematical programming system. First, we step back and consider perspectives of model management. Second, we consider research issues in designing the form and content of a knowledge-base to support model management functions. Third, we summarize the aforementioned blueprint.
At present, only the most sophisticated formulators successfully anticipate the need for model management and build some aid for some of the simpler functions such as documentation, verification, and scenario management. Even these basic functions are often overlooked during formulation, and present systems (with a few exceptions) lack the tools to go beyond these by allowing automatic data checks; information feedback about crucial properties of the model that affect the quality of analysis for which the model was built in the first place; debugging aids, especially when a scenario is infeasible or anomalous; and much more. Details of such model management functions for linear programming are given by Greenberg [lo] , with indications of how these can be fulfilled with a properly designed knowledge-base. Prerequisite to this is that the modelling system has the capacity to build such a knowledge-base, and that is the goal of the continued integration of CAMPS and ANALYZE.
The knowledge-base includes tables, as in CAMPS, that provide automatic . documentation and, more generally, syntactic specifications needed to communicate the meaning of the model's elements, even during analysis. This is, however, only a small part of the rule-base, which in turn is only a part of the knowledge-base. Many examples of what is needed are already given by Greenberg [lo] , but no solution is offered for the combinatorial explosion that could occur if the design is not carefully planned. Of particular importance is the notion of a partitioned rule-base, designed much like a relational database in practice, with hierarchical structures that enable efficient processing. For ex-. ample, consider the discourse model illustrated in Section 3. The 10 semantics for activity classes could result in ten categories for each entity, giving a potential of el0 activity classes for e entities. Typically, e is of the order 3-7, such as regions, materials, and time periods, each of which may be further subdivided (as supply region and demand region treated as separate entities). The translation rules in ANALYZE, however, are additive, not multiplicative, so the combinatorial explosion is avoided by a common principle of decomposition. Thus, the form of the knowledge-base must employ some partitioning schema to remain manageable for a great many situations. In addition, translation rules should be separate from advice-giving rules, such as what to look for in the event of an infeasible scenario. The design philosophy in the continued integration of CAMPS and ANALYZE is to build a 'meta-system' whereby the original formulator can use knowledge of the application and its environment to tailor the search for a diagnostic (or any other model management function). The system, however, should have defaults for common situations, such as execution of successive reduction and/or path tracing without application-dependent rules for set-up or branching decisions. The present situation is such that any system that permits a rule-base to be constructed for subsequent advice giving is already breaking new ground; that is, we presently lack an extensive tool kit to go beyond matrix generation and conventional report writing. Our aim is not only to fill this need, but to go even further and build a system that contains an intrinsic knowledgebase.
Even without a tailored knowledge-base, it is possible to tailor a knowledgebase to an application automatically. That is the essence of a learning model. As CAMPS and ANALYZE become more integrated, attention can turn to the question of how to design learning models so that the advice improves over repeated usage without expert intervention. At present, it is not clear how to do this, and many prerequisites must be satisfied before attempting to do so.
Our blueprint for an intelligent mathematical programming system is based on two principles: (1) every real linear program, without exception, is intended to represent a structured world; and (2) a useful percentage of logical reasoning can be partitioned into manageable portions akin to human chunks. Our efforts amount to a quest to sort out (2), with (1) well understood in the light of 30 years of experience in linear programming modelling and analysis.
